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ON CONJECTURE OF RESNIKOFF AND SALDANA

WlNFRIED KOHNEN

In 1974 Resnikoff and Saldana made a remarkable conjecture about the growth of
the Fourier coefficients of a Siegel cusp form F of arbitrary genus g ^ 1. In the
present note, we point out that this conjecture is at least true on average.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1974 Resnikoff and Saldana [4] made a remarkable conjecture about the growth
of the Fourier coefficients of a Siegel cusp form F of arbitrary genus g ^ 1, which for
g — 1 reduces to the classical Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture proved by Deligne (for
the precise statement see below).

Little if any motivation was given. In fact, the authors computed several coefficients
of the unique normalised cusp form xio of weight 10 and genus 2 and argued that these
data supported their conjecture. However, as was proved later in the eighties, the
function xio is the Saito-Kurokawa lift of the unique normalised cusp form on SL2(Z)
of weight 18 [2], and the Fourier coefficients of Saito-Kurokawa lifts on the contrary do
not satisfy the conjectured growth condition, see for example [l].

In the present note, we want to point out that the conjecture of Resnikoff and
Saldana is, however, at least true on average. For this one has to use results of Siegel
(g = 2) [5] and Kitaoka (g > 2) [3] on the order of magnitude of the class number of
positive definite integral quadratic forms of size g with given determinant. Of course,
granting these results and the analytic properties of the Rankin-Dirichlet series of F,
the arguments are very simple and seem to be well-known from other situations. Nev-
ertheless, because of the lack of motivation found in [4] we think that it might be
reasonable to state our observation in this short note.
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2. T H E CONJECTURE

C O N J E C T U R E . [4] Let F be a cusp form of weight k and genus g on the full Siegel
modular group Tg and let a(T) be its Fourier coefficients (T a positive definite even
integral matrix of size g). Then one has

(1) a ( T ) « e i i , ( d e t r ) ( f c / 2 M ( 9 + 1 ) / 4 ) + £ ( e > 0 ) .

If g ̂  2 the conjecture so far is not known in a single case. If g = 2, it is wrong
if k is even and F is a Saito-Kurokawa lift of a cusp form of weight 2k — 2 on F i ,
as pointed out above. Also, if 8\g and k = \ + g/2, there are counterexamples due to
Freitag, see [1] and below.

3. S O M E MOTIVATION

We may suppose F / 0. Let

DF(s):= ]T &L(detT)" (Re(S)»0)
{T>0}/GLg(Z) 6[ >

be the Rankin-Dirichlet series attached to F (summation over a set of representatives
of positive definite even integral matrices of size g with respect to the GLff(Z)-action
T .-» U'TU (U e GLg(Z), U' = transpose off/); e{T) = #{£/ e GLg(Z) | U'TU =
T}). Then Dp(s) has a meromorphic continuation to C, with first pole occurring
at s = k [1]. Since Dp(s) has non-negative coefficients, by a classical argument due
to Landau it follows that DF(S) converges for Re(s) > k. Hence by the well-known
formula for the abscissa of convergence of a Dirichlet series we have

E
{T>0|det(T)=n}/G£9(Z)

Now by [5, 3] the class number # { T > 0 | det T = n}/GLg(Z) for n large is of the
same order of magnitude as n^9~1^2+£ (e > 0), with constants depending on e. Hence
if we assume that the coefficients |a(T)| /e{T) are "of equal growth", one might hope
to be allowed to divide by n ' 9 - 1 ' / 2 + 1 to get the growth of each single term in (2). In
other words, one might expect that

would hold. By taking square-roots and observing that e(T) (for given g) is universally
bounded by reduction theory, one gets (1).
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R E M A R K . The examples given by Preitag referred to above show that in some cases

the coefficients of F may not be "of equal growth" as assumed above, in fact in a very

extreme sense as very many of them are zero. More precisely, let S be a positive definite

even integral unimodular matrix of size g (these conditions imply 8\g) and pu t

F(Z):= J2 (

(Z € Hg = Siegel upper half-space of genus g).

The function G i-> det (G) being a spherical harmonic of degree 1, it follows tha t F is

a cusp form of weight 1 -I- g/2. Its Fourier coefficients a(T) are zero unless d e t T is a

perfect square.

On the other hand, if S has no integral automorphism of determinant — 1 , then F

is not identically zero (a(S) is not zero), hence there exist infinitely many non-equivalent

T with a(T) ^ 0. If G'SG = T, then (de tG) 2 = d e t T , hence a(T) is an integer times

, /de t (T) . Thus F does not satisfy (1) which would predict a(T) - C £ , F ( d e t T ) 1 / 4 + £ .

We would expect that examples like the above (on congruence subgroups of Yg)

can occur only for k small with respect to g, but for g ^ 2 we are not aware of any

proof of this. For g = 1 see [6].
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